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And it works! Signs of success for a 
new boron-layer detector
A prototype boron-layer detector has been undergoing initial testing with an AmBe source in the 
SDN lab. It has a detection surface of 8cm x 200cm and  the neutrons are captured by 30 layers 
of 10B4C, each a micron thick. 
The energizing signal produced by the capture is amplified by proportional counters, and these also supply 
one of the position coordinates. The other coordinate is provided by reading the signal in the segmented 
cathode. We have baptised the detector a "multi-grid detector"  and it was patented in 2010. 
The prototype has yielded encouraging results in terms of measurement efficiency and this has raised 
hopes for the next phase, the production of a module similar in size to those on IN5, vacuum-compatible. 
The technique has been developed in collaboration with the ESS and is destined to replace current 3He-
based technology. 

     Bruno Guérard

Ca marche ! Premier succès du prototype de 
détecteur à couches de bore
Le prototype de détecteur à couches de Bore a été testé avec succès au laboratoire du SDN, 
durant les premiers tests avec une source américium-beryllium(AmBe). 

La surface de détection est de 8 cm x 200 cm; la capture des neutrons est assurée par 30 couches de 
10B4C, d'épaisseur 1 micron chacune; le signal de charge produit par cette capture est amplifié par des 
compteurs proportionnels, qui fournissent en même temps l'une des coordonnées de position; l'autre coor-
donnée est donnée par la lecture de la cathode segmentée. Le principe de ce détecteur appelé Multi-grille 
a été breveté en 2010. 
Les bons résultats obtenus avec ce prototype en mesure d'efficacité permettent d'envisager avec une 
certaine confiance la phase suivante, qui consiste à produire un module de même taille que ceux d'IN5, 
compatible avec le vide. Cette technique développée en collaboration avec ESS a pour but de remplacer la 
technique actuelle à base d'3He. 

From left to right: Jean-
Claude Buffet, Francesco 
Piscitelli, Jonathan Cor-

rea of the ILL, and Anton 
Khaplanov from ESS.

De gauche à droite: Jean-
Claude Buffet, Francesco 

Piscitelli, Jonathan Correa 
from the ILL, and Anton 

Khaplanov from ESS

Large Prototype ‘2’ for Boron-10 Thin 
Films Detectors

W::'V128$,R'X")./,'

6MM'5099"2&

Results shown at ECNS (poster and talk) ... and ... 

17tisdag den 17 juli 2012
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Personal details
Nationality Chinese Status Single

Date of Birth 15/06/1984 Residence England

PhD thesis
Title Characterizing the influence of neutron fields in causing single-event e�ects using

portable detectors
Supervisors Dr Simon S. Platt, Professor Djamel Ait-Boudaoud, Mr Bryan Cassels

Publications [1–6]
Description Neutron is the main cause of single-event e✓ects (SEE) in the atmosphere. Such e✓ects may

lead to electronic system failure. The most accurate way, but also the most expensive way,
to measure the failure rate of a system in the atmosphere is to undertake life testings in a
natural environment. As such experiments are very time consuming, experiments are usually
undertaken in spallation white neutron beam lines to accelerate event rate. There are two
main objectives in this research. The first one is to develop neutron detectors to monitor
high energy neutron fluence pass through sample devices. The second one is to compare the
e✓ectiveness of the cosmic neutron field and seven high energy neutron beam lines in causing
SEE. At the beginning of my PhD, our research group has measured the response of a CCD
imager to the natural cosmic ray field in a high altitude laboratory, and attempted to compare
it with the response that measured in accelerated neutron beams [1]. However, about half of
the measured events in the natural environment were caused by some unexpected and unclear
mechanisms. After modelling and analysis, I successfully identified those mechanisms [4].
Knowledge acquired in [4] contributed to benchmark a new spallation neutron beam line in
the TSL (The Svedberg Laboratory), Sweden [3]. Later, a more accurate model of neutron and
CCD interactions has been published [5]. In collaboration with the Lancaster University, an
alternative gaseous detector with better performance for natural cosmic ray field measurements
has been proposed [6].

Education
2006–2010 PhD, University of Central Lancashire.
2003–2006 BEng, University of Central Lancashire, Digital communication, upper second class.

Joint course. First two years in Bejing Institute of Technology, China. Final year in University
of Central Lancashire.
I won the “Younger Members’ Short Presentations Evening, 2006” organized by the IEE
Lancashire and Cumbria Branch. Please see the last page of this file for details.
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A novel SANS detector geometry!
!

K.Kanaki1, J.Birch2, R.Hall-Wilton1, C.Höglund1,2, L.Hultman2, A.Jackson1, O.Kirstein1, T.Kittelmann1, S.Kolya1, F.Piscitelli3!
1European Spallation Source ESS AB, Sweden, 2University of Linköping, Sweden, 3Institut Laue-Langevin, France!

europeanspallationsource.se, Kalliopi.Kanaki@esss.se!

References!
1.  European Spallation Source ESS AB, http://www.europeanspallationsource.se!
2.  C. Höglund et al., Journal of Applied Physics 111, 104908 (2012)!
3.  F. Piscitelli and P. van Esch, Journal of Instrumentation, Vol. 8, P04020 (2013)!
4.  K. Kanaki et al., Journal of Applied Crystallography, Vol. 46, 4, to be printed in August 2013 issue!
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An alternative detector design for Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) applications is currently under development at the 
European Spallation Source (ESS) [1].  Given the unavailability and high price of 3He, this detector design utilizes gaseous 
detectors with 10B as neutron converter and is ideally suited for a SANS instrument at the ESS. The novel aspects of the 
geometry,  exploiting  the properties  of  the converting  material,  in  combination  with  the performance of  the detector  are 
addressed by means of  analytical  calculations,  as  well  as  detailed Monte Carlo  simulations  using a  customized version of 
GEANT4. Last but not least, progress from the conceptual prototype design is presented.!

•  gaseous detector banks 10 m long, 0.5 m in diameter!
•  simple, cheap and material-oriented design!
•  excellent polar angle resolution δθ/θ < 10 %!
•  10B4C-coated Al layer in back-scattering mode for maximizing 

efficiency [2,3]!
•  Ar/CO2 gas mixture!
•  high efficiency thanks to the grazing angle!
•  small impact of local scattering on angular resolution!
•  collimation for reduction of long distance scattering!

YZ cross section of the proposed SANS detector!

•  GEANT4 simulations of realistic geometry!
•  combination of GEANT4 and McStas libraries (NXSLib) for proper treatment of thermal neutrons!
•  tools in place to begin with detailed optimization studies!
•  preliminary results on the scattering background of the proposed geometries for background reduction (material thicknesses have been 

exaggerated to enhance the effect)!

Analytical calculations of the polar angle resolution, efficiency, Q access and Q resolution for the detector banks surrounding the vacuum tank [4]!

•  ESS has entered the detector prototyping phase !
•  First attempt focusing on a simple single channel gas counter!
•  The 10B4C converter sheets partly cover the interior of the pipe!
•  First signals obtained at the ESS Detector Lab!
•  Next focus on a SANS prototype with realistic geometry!

Preliminary simulations of polar 
angle scattering effects with 
different neutron energies for the 
proposed geometries, aiming on 
background reduction.!
!
•  No absorbing flanges (left)!
•  Multiple absorbing flanges (right)!

Proportional counter with a single absorbing 10B4C sheet (a), 
end cap with gas supply (b) and electronics (c).!

Coated components for the 
SANS prototype are available!

SUMMARY
•  Analytical calculations of the proposed SANS detector pave the way to realistic simulations!
•  Preliminary GEANT4 simulations of background scattering available!
•  Realistic detector optimization now possible – simulation tools in place and operational!
•  Simple prototype will be used to validate simulation results on scattering at small scattering angles!
•  Next step of prototyping is a realistic SANS geometry!

(a)! (b)! (c)!

Oscilloscope trace of the counter (persistent mode)!
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Caveat Emptor

•Presented here is a snapshot

•Biased Sample

•Process is still evolving rapidly

•Subject to change ... 

•Many plots from many people/
groups in this talk: collaborative 
effort

3Tuesday, October 15, 13
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Neutron Science
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R. Hall-Wilton, ESS 2013-10-15

Neutron Science

Complexity/
Count-rate

ESS intensity allows 
studies of
– Complex materials
– Weak signals
– Important details
– Time dependent phenomena

Details/Resolution
5Tuesday, October 15, 13



Why Neutrons?

1)  Ability to measure both energy and momentum transfer   
 Geometry of motion   

 

2)  Neutrons scatter by a nuclear interaction => different isotopes   
     scatter differently      H and D scatter very differently 
 

3)  Simplicity of the interaction allows easy  
     interpretation of intensities 

 Easy to compare with theory and models 
 

4)  Neutrons have a magnetic moment 
 
 H 

D O 
Si 

C 

Neutrons are
– low energy
– non-damaging
– penetrating
– broad wavelength range

thermal and cold neutrons 
meV

“with a small m”
wavelength ca. Å

6Tuesday, October 15, 13



What is measured?

1.  A source of neutrons  
2.  A method to prescribe the wavevector (ki) of the neutrons incident on 

the sample 
3.  A well-chosen sample 

4.  A method to determine the wavevector (kf) of the scattered neutrons 
5.  A detector 

Sample 
Ei    ki 

momentum = hk         energy = (hk)2/(2m) 
!   k=2π/λ#

Ef   kf 

Q = ki - kf 

hω = Ei - Ef 

y

x
k

k’

r

Incident plane wave:  eikx

Scattered circular wave:  

Nucleus at r=0

2θ

k'

k

q
q = 2k sinθ = 

λ
4π sinθ

 |q|
2 |k|

1sinθ =

-b 
r eikr

Measure number of neutrons scattered as function of  Q and ω

Intensity of scattering as function of Q is related to the Fourier transform of 
the spatial arrangement of matter in the sample

(except imaging ... )

Need a good efficiency, position and energy/time resolution
Good signal/background

Basically, in some form, 
you want to measure 

Bragg’s equation

7Tuesday, October 15, 13



Elastic vs Inelastic

(thanks to Andrew Jackson)
8Tuesday, October 15, 13
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Spallation Sources
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Fission and Spallation (+others)– How 
are neutrons generated?g
• Neutrons Produced

– fission: 2.5 n/fission (1 
required to sustain reaction)

ll ti  10  / ti  – spallation: 10+ n/reaction 
(highly energy dependent)

• Energy deposited
fi i  190 M V/ f l – fission: ~190 MeV/useful n

– spallation: ~25 MeV/useful n

• Nuclear debris
– fission: typically light and 

heavy fission products, 
includes actinides

– spallation: most products 
Hg

p p
similar in mass to target, no 
actinides

• Energy distribution of neutrons

5 Managed by UT-Battelle
for the U.S. Department of Energy April 2012

– spallation neutrons can have 
energies up to the incident 
proton energy – massive iron 
shielding Courtesy Phil Ferguson (thanks to Ken Herwig)

10Tuesday, October 15, 13
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Neutron Source Trends – Why build 
Spallation Sources?

8 Managed by UT-Battelle
for the U.S. Department of Energy April 2012

8
Pulsed spallation sources are peak thermal flux.

Why Spallation Sources?

(for spallation sources peak thermal flux plotted)

11Tuesday, October 15, 13
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High-intensity 
spallation sources

J-Parc, Tokai-Mura 2008

SNS, Tennessee 2008

ESS, Lund 2019

Plus many reactor sources, including ILL, 
Grenoble - worlds leading research reactor

(Note that many existing sources 
planning upgrades presently)

12Tuesday, October 15, 13
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ESS

Relative Neutron Intensity per Pulse

•NB in terms of total flux, 
diagram is slightly unfair to 
reactors
•Duty cycle reactors = 100%
•Duty cycle ESS = 4%
•Integrated flux ESS is 
roughly that of ILL

•Saturation becoming a problem for detectors in neutron scattering
•It will be a bigger problem for ESS
•Logical potential application of MPGDs ... 
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European Spallation Source
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ESS project: key facts

• 5MW long-pulse neutron source.
• First neutrons in 2019 on 7 instruments.
• 22 instruments by 2025
• ESS will be user facility.

• Total cost 1478 M€; funding negotiation
• MoU agreed with 17 european countries
• entered construction phase Jan 2013

15

15Tuesday, October 15, 13



ESS 2012-05-31

The ESS Facility Layout

Neutron scattering systems

16Tuesday, October 15, 13
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2011

The ESS Site
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z

23 October 2012 

The ESS Site
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ESS Technical Design Report

ESS Conceptual Design Report

Editor: S. Peggs.

Contributors: K. Andersen, D. Argyriou, K. Batkov, C. Böhme, S. Bousson, I. Bustinduy, C. Carlile, P. Carls-
son, L. Celona, M. Comunian, H. Danared, C. Darve, P. Deen, M. Dell’Anno Boulton, R. De Prisco, G. Devanz,
R. Duperrier, D. Ene, M. Eshraqi, S. Gammino, M. Göhran, S. Gysin, H. Hahn, R. Hall-Wilton, H. Hassan,
K. Hedin, W. Hees, P. Henry, A. Hiess, A. Jackson, P. Jacobsson, A. Jansson, A.J. Johansson, C. Kharoua,
O. Kirstein, E. Laface, G. Lanfranco, R. Linander, M. Lindroos, S. Molloy, J. Malovrh, D. McGinnis, F. Mezei,
P. Nilsson, E. Noah, E. Oksanen, C. Oyon, S. Pape-Møller, T. Parker, J. Persson, S. Petersson Årsköld,
F. Plewinski, B. Pottin, A. Ponton, P. Radahl, K. Rathsman, M. Rescic, T. Rod, R. Ruber, P. Sabbagh,
R. Seviour, S. Skelboe, A. Steuwer, J. Stovall, M. Strobl, A. Takibayev, L. Tchelidze, A. Tibbelin, G. Trahern,
H. Wacklin, L. Zanini, R. Zeng.

Figure credits: Advanced Cyclone Systems, Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, G. Cas-
tro, A. Class, T. Davenne, Ch. Densham, M. Christensen, Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron, Dresser Roots,
European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN), J. Fetzer, Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, J. Gardner,
S. Gordeev, G. Hees, A. Houben, Institute of Complex Systems, Institut Laue-Langevin, M. James (ANSTO),
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, W. McHargue (SNS), National
Institute of Standards and Technology, National Physical Laboratory, T. Oku (RIKEN), M. Puls, Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory, SKF Magnetic Bearings, Spallation Neutron Source, R. Stieglitz, Technical University
München, TESLA, XFEL.

Feb ’12

•ESS TDR released: available on ESS website
•Will serve as a baseline for construction

ESS Technical Design Report

Release 2.0

February 5, 2013

19Tuesday, October 15, 13



ESS Timeline

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Design	  Update

Construc)on

TDR

P2B	  Instrument	  Development

P2B	  S&T	  Infrastructure
Opera)onspecifications for conventional 

facilities

3

3
2

1
2

3

3

5

7

1
1

2
3

3 5
Depth of this is a 
capacity of 12-14 

instruments at once(!)

14

2019: First 7 instruments on-line
2025: Full suite of 22 instruments on-line
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ESS reference suite
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Detector requirements for reference suite
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users. These factors puts 3He out of scope for any future request, for large and medium area neutron
detectors.

This dilemma was recognised by the neutron research community in 2009, and led to the formation of
the International Collaboration for the Development of Neutron Detectors, ICND [?], to investigate and
develop alternatives for large area detectors. In particular, three Joint Research Activity (JRA) working
groups were formed: on Scintillator detectors, 10B thin film gaseous detectors and BF3 gaseous detectors.

In the discussion below, extant technologies such as image plates and scintillator/ccd imagers are not
mentioned; whilst they are well proven technologies, and readily available, they have poor time resolution.
As such they are not appropriate primary detectors for ESS flagship instruments and are not considered
further here.

Detector Requirements for the Instruments. The estimated detector requirements from the 22
reference neutron scattering instruments outlined in this document are summarised in Table 2.5.

Instrument Detector Wavelength Time Resolution
Area Range Resolution
[m2] [Å] [µs] [mm]

Multi-Purpose Imaging 0.5 1-20 1 0.001 - 0.5
General Purpose Polarised SANS 5 4-20 100 10
Broad-Band Small Sample SANS 14 2-20 100 1
Surface Scattering 5 4-20 100 10
Horizontal Reflectometer 0.5 5-30 100 1
Vertical Reflectometer 0.5 5-30 100 1
Thermal Powder Di�ractometer 20 0.6-6 <10 2x2
Bi-Spectral Powder Di�ractometer 20 0.8-10 <10 2.5x2.5
Pulsed Monochromatic Powder Di�ractometer 4 0.6-5 <100 2 x 5
Material Science & Engineering Di�ractometer 10 0.5-5 10 2
Extreme Conditions Instrument 10 1-10 <10 3x5
Single Crystal Magnetism Di�ractometer 6 0.8-10 100 2.5x2.5
Macromolecular Di�ractometer 1 1.5-3.3 1000 0.2
Cold Chopper Spectrometer 80 1 -20 10 10
Bi-Spectral Chopper Spectrometer 50 0.8-20 10 10
Thermal Chopper Spectrometer 50 0.6-4 10 10
Cold Crystal-Analyser Spectrometer 1 2-8 <10 5-10
Vibrational Spectroscopy 1 0.4-5 <10 10
Backscattering Spectrometer 0.3 2-8 <10 10
High-Resolution Spin Echo 0.3 4-25 100 10
Wide-Angle Spin Echo 3 2-15 100 10
Fundamental & Particle Physics 0.5 5-30 1 0.1

Total 282.6

Table 2.5: Estimated detector requirements for the 22 reference instruments in terms of detector area,
typical wavelength range of measurements and desired spatial and time resolution.

Technologies chosen for Matching Instrument Requirements.

10Boron thin film gaseous detectors. One possible replacement for 3He for neutron detection is the
boron isotope 10B. 10B has a relatively high neutron absorption cross section, resulting in an absorption
e⌅ciency of 70% compared to 3He, at a neutron wavelength of 1.8 Å. Naturally occurring Boron contains
20% of 10B, and due to the almost 10% mass di�erence to the other boron isotope, 11B, the isotope
separation is relatively easy. A detector based on 10B absorption of the incident neutrons will typically
contain Aluminium sheets that are coated with 10B4C (Boron Carbide) layers. The nuclear reaction
results in Lithium and Helium ions. Both the 7Li and 4He ions can be detected, with both temporal and

•Specifications 
very varied

•Typically superior 
to what is presently  
state-of-the-art at 
existing sources

•In many cases, 
instrument 
performance 
dominated by S:B 
rather than raw 
specifications here

COST!
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ESS 2013-09-26

Very Varied 
Requirements
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Neutron Detectors and the Helium-3 Crisis
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Little or None Available

Old News Now...He-3 Crisis ....an appropriate 
initial reaction ... 

Sin
ce

 ca
. 2

00
9

Aside ... maybe He-3 detectors are 
anyway not what is needed for ESS? 

eg rate, resolution reaching the 
limit ... 

Figure 1: Global supply and demand situation for 3He gas in bar-litres as reported in late 2011. The demand
for the gas here exludes any ESS requirements or those of other future spallation sources.

in Europe of 3He, when available, is a factor 40-70 above its historical price. These factors puts 3He out of
scope for any future request, for large and medium area neutron detectors.

This dilemma was recognised by the neutron research community in 2009, and led to the formation of the
International Collaboration for the development of Neutron Detectors to investigate and develop alternatives
for large area detectors. In particular, three Joint Research Activity (JRA) working groups were formed: on
Scintillator detectors, 10B thin film gaseous detectors and BF3 gaseous detectors. In the discussion below,
extant technologies such as image plates and scintillator/ccd imagers are not mentioned; whilst they are well
proven technologies, and readily available, but they have poor time resolution. As such they are not appropriate
for core detectors for ESS instruments and are not considered further here.

Detector Requirements for the Instruments. The estimated detector requirements from the 22 reference
neutron scattering instruments outlined in this document are summarised in Table 1.

Technologies chosen for Matching Instrument Requirements.

10Boron thin film gaseous detectors. One possible replacement for 3He for neutron detection is the boron
isotope 10B. 10B has a relatively high neutron absorption cross section, resulting in an absorption e�ciency
of 70% compared to 3He, at a neutron wavelength of 1.8 Å. Naturally occurring boron contains 20% of 10B,
but due to the almost 10% mass di↵erence to the other boron isotope, 11B, the isotope separation is relatively
easy. Such a detector will typically contain Aluminium sheets that are coated with 10B4C (Boron Carbide)
layers where 10B absorbs the incident neutrons. The nuclear reaction results in Lithium and Helium ions. Both
the 7Li and 4He ions can be detected, with both temporal and spatial resolutions, in a detecting gas. Due
to a reduced escape probability for the reaction particles with increasing depth of the events (typically a few
microns), a detector, on which the neutrons impinge at normal incidence, will be based on a number of thin
(1 µm) consecutive conversion layers, coated with thin 10B-containing films, to be traversed by the neutrons
(typically ca. 30). To overcome the reduction in escape probability with depth, it is also possible to incline
the layers at high angles to increase the e↵ective interaction length, whilst not adversely a↵ecting the escape
e�ciency. This has an additional benefit in potentially improving the position resolution. It does however
complicate the design of such a detector; such a configuration is termed an “inclined geometry” detector.

The potential of Boron thin film gaseous detectors is evidenced by the number of presently ongoing e↵orts:
There are presently more than 10 ongoing R+D e↵orts, equally directed towards designs with “normal” ge-
ometry, and “inclined” geometry configurations. The discussion below will concentrate on three illustrative

5

Crisis or opportunity ... ? 

(comment: seems to be some naivety at the 
moment as stocks are being emptied rapidly) 
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(... but no BF3 detectors for ESS ...)
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•Everyone	  should	  play	  to	  their	  strengths
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neutrons

15 rows 
= 15 cm

4 columns  
= 8 cm96 grids

= 192 cm

The task for the ESS detector group

...lots of work...

lots of data

2019
September 2011

“ESS@night”

MAX-IV

>2019
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Basic Principles of Neutron Detectors

photons
or chargen

collect 
charge or 
photons amplify,

digitise, 
algorithm

gain

write to disk

For gases at 1 bar, the atomic density Ad  is  2.7 1019 [1/cm3] and for solids and liquids
its value is about 1000 times higher. In general, the atomic density is given by 

Ad = ! * Na / Mv [1/cm3] where

! is the volumetric weight [ g/cm3],  Na= 6.25 1023 the Avogadro number
[atom/ mol ] and Mv the molar weight of the absorber-material [g /mol].

Sometimes the absorption is also expressed in terms of the mass-absorption-
coefficient " = ! * ! [ g / cm2]. With the surface mass density Md =x*! [g/cm2] of
an absorber of  x [cm] in thickness, the law reads:

J= Jo e –(Md / " )

The absorption length, cross section and mass absorption-coefficient for thermal
neutrons for some materials used in neutron experiments are indicated in Tab (2)

The cross-section # for thermal neutrons is inversely proportional to their velocity v. 

where E is kinetic energy# # $ /    $ 1 /  1 v or E

3.3-3

Figure 2: Neutron cross-section as function of the kinetic energy for the
isotopes commonly used in thermal neutron detection.

•Not possible to directly detect slow neutrons
•Use nuclear reactions to convert neutrons to charged particles

•Count neutrons: all other information lost in nuclear reaction

Detectors for Thermal Neutrons

A.Oed

Introduction
The particle- or radiation-detection is based on the measurement of electric currents. 
Thermal neutrons with their low velocity and without an electric charge can only
be measured subsequent to a nuclear reaction with target atoms which emit either
ionizing radiations or ionizing particles. The target isotopes commonly used for
thermal neutron detection are indicated in Tab (1). Except for Gd, all the other
reactions are fission processes where two fission particles are ejected in opposite
directions randomly oriented in space.
The Maxwell distributions of thermal neutrons are shown in Fig (1).

3.3-1

Table 1: Commonly used isotopes for thermal neutron detection, reaction
products and their kinetic energies.

Figure 1: Velocity-, energy- and wave-length-distribution for neutrons at 300 o K.

converter
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• Neutron Scattering for materials science 
comprise a great variety of instruments as 
tools for studying materials
•High efficiency is expected
•Each has its own “figure of merit”

16Lund, November 8, 2010

Conventional neutron radiography

ICON beamline.
Tissues with different neutron absorption coefficient are depicted by 
different colors. 201 tomographic projections taken with 140 s image 
acquisition time each.

A.S. Tremsin, et al., in press Nucl. Instrum. and Meth. (2010)

49Lund, November 8, 2010

PSI resolution mask: high resolution neutron radiography
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Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 605 (2009) 103
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PSI resolution mask: high resolution neutron radiography

14 mm14 mm

14 
mmNo flat fielding done,

Very limited statistics, 
(only 2 counts per pixel)

11 �m MCP pores
Resolved

1.7 mm1.7 mm
A.S. Tremsin, et al., 

Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 605 (2009) 103

Alternatively, high resolution can be obtained with Söller collimators as fine
as 5’ as on D2B, and then much larger samples can be used, with sample volume

2.9-3

Figure 2. The first diffraction pattern (1984) from the D2B high-resolution powder
diffractometer2. The peak intensity is rather constant over the entire d-spacing
range, unlike with X-rays where scattering falls off with angle, or with time-of-flight
techniques where intensity falls for shorter d-spacings or wavelengths. 

Figure 3. The dispersion of the “white” band of wavelengths on the quasi-Laue
diffractometer VIVALDI. The large PSD collects many simultaneous reflections
from the single-crystal sample, where each reflection corresponds to a different
wavelength.

diffraction

imaging
What do the detectors 

need to measure?
resolution (<100um),

rate

resolution (mm),
rate

“horses for courses ”

inelastic scattering
area, cost, 

background
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Definitions of Performance

sample

detector

n

define E and direction
in instrument design

x
outgoing neutron

measure x,y (=Θ)
sometimes measure t

E typically not measured

•Position/angular resolution: how well the position of detection is measured
•Efficiency: probability that a given neutron will be detected
•Noise: rate of fake hits
•Dynamic range: the “headroom” between noise and maximum rate
•Rate capability: the maximum rate of neutrons that can be detected either locally or 
globally
•(In-)Scattering: fraction of neutrons scattered from somewhere they shouldn’t have 
(sample or instrument)
•Gamma rejection: fraction of gamma’s that are falsely identified as a neutron

•A detector will often be described solely in terms of efficiency and resolution, whereas 
the scientific performance may be be determined by S/N, background, scattering, gamma 
sensitivity

standard definitions 
are needed
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Detection 
Efficiency

•Helium-3 is the gold standard, in 
particular in terms of detection 
efficiency
•However, efficiency numbers have 
rarely compared like-with-like

•Arrow indicate effect of dead regions into 
account with He-3 tubes
•Alternate technologies starting to approach raw 
efficiency numbers
•There is a need to compare like-with-like for the 
detailed instrument operating conditions
•Gamma rejection is a similar issue

calculation, no dead 
areas taken into account

compare like-with-like
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Investigation of gamma-ray sensitivity of neutron
detectors based on thin converter films
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ABSTRACT: Currently, many detector technologies for thermal neutron detection are in develop-
ment in order to lower the demand for the rare 3He gas. Gas detectors with solid thin film neutron
converters readout by gas proportional counter method have been proposed as an appropriate choice
for applications where large area coverage is necessary. In this paper, we investigate the probabil-
ity for g-rays to generate a false count in a neutron measurement. Simulated results are compared
to measurement with a 10B thin film prototype and a 3He detector. It is demonstrated that equal
g-ray rejection to that of 3He tubes is achieved with the new technology. The arguments and results
presented here are also applicable to gas detectors with converters other than solid 10B layers, such
as 6Li layers and 10BF3 gas.

KEYWORDS: Gaseous detectors; neutron detectors; gamma neutron discrimination; He3
alternatives, Boron 10.
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Figure 8: Plateau measurement with the Multi-Grid 10B detector (left) and a Multi-Tube 3He de-
tector (right) with a strong 137Cs source.

main uncertainty is in the flux of g-rays incident on the detector. In addition to the uncertainty in
the solid angle of the detector in the field of view of the source, the exact position and extent of the
source within its cylindrical encapsulation were not known. These parameters are constant for all
points in each plot and represent an uncertainty in the overall scale of the curves, that we estimate
to be not higher than factor 2.

Results in figures 7 and 8 show that, as expected, the nature of the neutron converter does
not influence the response to g-rays. For both detectors, a sensitivity on the order of 10�9 per
tube is found for the 137Cs source for reasonable operation settings. Both detectors would have an
efficiency on the order of 1% (over the whole detector) if they were to be operated as g detectors.

5.3 In-beam Measurement

A new version of the Multi-Grid detector has been built in a configuration that can be mounted
in the IN6 time-of-flight chopper spectrometer at the ILL. This detector contains 96 frames in 6
assemblies of 16 frames, resulting in an active area of 0.15m2. The detector replaces 25 3He tubes
of the standard compliment of IN6.

The main goal of the tests on IN6 has been the characterization of neutron detection side-
by-side with conventional 3He detectors, and these results will be presented elsewhere. For our
purpose here, it is interesting to note that in a chopper spectrometer, neutrons arriving at the detector
show a time structure. Those scattered elastically in the sample form a distinct peak in the time
spectrum, while those scattered inelastically arrive earlier or later than the elastic peak (depending
on the energy transfer to or from the neutron). In particular, it is possible to chose a sample which
will only create an elastic signal with essentially no neutrons arriving at other times.

As already alluded to in the introduction, a large g-ray background is generated by the instru-
ment itself as well as the surrounding equipment. The background originating in the instrument
also shows a time structure. When the chopper is open, a neutron pulse starts traversing the fol-
lowing beam line elements. There are collimators, sample environment and sample and finally a

– 12 –

clearly any quoted gamma sensitivity should be at the same working point as 
the detection efficiency quoted
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Fission and Spallation Neutron 
Spectra

6 Managed by UT-Battelle
for the U.S. Department of Energy April 2012 Courtesy – Franz Gallmeier(thanks to Ken Herwig)

fast neutrons are a 
menace for 

spallation sources

For ESS, the long pulse structure means that this 
is more of a problem

For ESS, good control of 
backgrounds is going to be an 

indicator of success

Detector insensitive 
to backgrounds are 

a good start
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Development*of*a*cathode*for*large*area*neutron*
detectors*based*on*the*10B*solid*converter

I.*Stefanescu1,*Y.*Abdullahi1,*J.*Birch2,*I.*Defendi1,*
R.*HallCWilton3,*C.*Höglund2,3,*L.*Hulman2,*M.*Zee1,*K.*Zeitelhack1

1ForschungsCNeutronenquelle*Heinz*MaierCLeibnitz,*Technische*Universität*München,*DC85748*
Garching,*Germany

2Department*of Physics,*Chemistry*and Biology (IFM),*Thin Film*Physics Division,*Linköping*
University,*SEC581*83*Linköping,*Sweden

3European*Spallation*Source*ESSCAB,*P.O.*Box*176,*SEC221*00*Lund,*Sweden

Neutron detectors based on the 10B solid converter are one of the oldest technology
used for the detection of slow neutrons. The Boron:lined proportional counter became
available on the market in 1937, and it was successfully employed to measure the slow
neutrons until the end of the �50s, when the availability of the 3He gas made the 3He
tubes the detector of choice for most industrial, medical, defense and scientific
applications.

TheDmaximumDefficiencyDofDoneDlayerDofDBoronDwithD
optimalDthicknessDisD~5%DforDthermalDneutrons.DD
HigherDefficienciesDcanDbeDachievedDbyDusingDseveralD
layersDinDaDcommonDhousingD(multi:MWPCDorDmulti:
GEMs)DorDstackingDupDseveralDdetectorDunits,DeachD
incorporatingDoneDlayerDofDBoron.DDDDD

The neutron detectors under development in various laboratories incorporate
detectors units in the form of tubes, square cells or MWPC mounted either orthogonal
to the beam direction or at angles between 2°:10°. The inclination of the MWPCs with
an angle helps increasing the range of the neutron in the Boron coating, which
increases the conversion probability and consequently, the neutron sensitivity.

A neutronDdetectorDbasedDonDtheD10BDsolidDconverterDisDusuallyDmadeDofDaDtubeDDfilledD
withDaDcommercialDgasDandDtheDconverterDlinedDonDtheDinteriorDsurfaceDofDtheDtube.DTheD
neutronsDstrikeDtheDconverter,DinteractDwithDtheDBoronDlining,DandDproduceDanDalphaD
particleDandDaD7LiDionDviaDtwoDreactionDbranches:D

10B**+*n*� 7Li(0.84*MeV)*+*4He(1.47*MeV)**+*�(0.48MeV) 94%

� 7Li*(1.02*MeV*)*+*4He (*1.78*MeV*)* 6%

TheDtwoDreactionDproductsDareDemittedDback:to:back,D
thereforeDonlyDoneDcanDbeDdetectedDatDaDtime.DIfDtheD
thicknessDofDtheDBoronDlayerDisDlessDthanDtheDrangeDofDtheD
ionDemittedDinDtheDdirectionDofDtheDgas,DthanDtheDrestD
energyDleftDafterDescapingDtheDlayerDisDusedDtoDionizeDtheD
gas.DTheDelectronsDproducesDinDtheDionizationDprocessD
areDamplifiedDinDtheDelectricDfieldDcreatedDbyDaDcentralD
wireDandDthenDcollectedDbyDtheDwire.DTheDsignalDD
producedDthisDwayDisDproportionalDtoDtheDenergyD
releasedDinDtheDgasDbyDtheDreactionDproduct.D

AnotherDcommonDgeometryDforDaDneutronDdetectorD
basedDonDtheD10B:solidDconverterDisDaDMultiDWireD
ProportionalDChamberD(MWPC)DDwithDtheDconverterD
coatedDonDtheDcathodesDandDanodeDwireDplanesDforDsignalD
amplificationDandDreadout.D
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CalculationsDforDaDdetectorDconsistingDofDseveralDMWPCsDwithDtheDBoronDconverterD
coatedDonDeachDsideDofDtheDcathodesDindicateDthatDupDtoD20DMWPCsDmustDbeDincludedDinD
orderDtoDreachDaDdetectionDefficiencyDofD~50%DforDthermalDneutrons.DD

TheDproductionDofDaDlargeDnumberDofDclosedDsingleDunitsDorDsingle:layersDmustDbeDmadeD
inDaDwayDthatDisDtechnicallyDfeasibleDandDcommerciallyDviable.DAlso,DtheDlargeDnumberDofD
readoutDchannelsDdemandDfindingDaDstrategyDDforDtheDfront:endDelectronicsDthatDensuresD
highDqualityDsignalDatDlowDcosts.DD

ExamplesDofDlargeDareaDneutronDdetectorDbasedDonDseveralDBoronDlayersDcurrentlyDunderD
development:DD

ImagerDforDSNS,DdevelopedDbyD
ProportionalDDTechnologies,D
Texas,DUS.D

DetectorDforDIN5/ILL,D
developedDbyDDtheDILL:
ESSDcollaboration.

JalousieDdetectorD
developedDbyDCDTD
Heidelberg,DGermany.D
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Another way to increase the sensitivity of a single Boron layer above the inherent
~5% value for thermal neutrons is to use the substrate material to create a 3D regular
pattern like e.g., inverted pyramids, trenches, or vias, with sidewalls at an angle �
with respect to the normal to the surface. When such a shape is coated with Boron,
the thickness of the coating on the sidewalls tside=tnormal sin(�/2), where tnormal is the
thickness of the coating measured on the surface perpendicular to the ion flux. Thus,
the range � of the neutron in the coating deposited on the sidewalls will be the same
as on the flat surface, but the probability of the reaction products to escape the
coating on the sidewalls is larger, because the thickness tside is smaller.

45�

�tnormal
n

�

n

tside

TheDoptimumDshapeDparametersDforDtheDproposedDgeometryDwasD
optimizedDinDGEANT4.DProof:of:principleDmeasurementsDwereD
performedDinDorderDtoDassesDtheDfeasibilityDandDperformanceDofDtheD
proposedDdesigns.D
SamplesDwithDflatDsurfacesDandDsurfacesDwithD
groovesDofDvariousDheightsDh wereDproducedD
byDmillingDandDDcoatedDwithD77Dat.D%DofD10B4CD
byDmagnetronDsputtering.DTheDsamplesDwereD
usedDasDcathodesDforDaDMWPCDfilledDwithD
Ar/CO2D(70/30)DDDgasDatDnormalDconditionsD.D
TheDperformanceDofDtheDcathodesDwasDtestedD
withDaDcollimated,DneutronDbeamDofD4.7DÅDDatD
normalDincidence.DDTheDcathodesDwereD
mountedDinDaDsmall,DplanarDdetector,D
especiallyDbuiltDforDtestingDtheDvariousDdesigns.D

h*=*2.1*mm

h*=*5*mm

13x13*cm

13x13*cm

TheDrightDfigureDshowsDtheDmeasuredDpulseDheightD
spectraDDforDtheDflatDandDDtheDcathodesDwithDgroovesD5D
mmD(R5mm)DandD2.1DmmDdeepD(R215mm)DcollectedD
forDequalDtimeDperiods.DDTheDextraDcountsDbelowD1DMeVD
inDtheDspectraDmeasuredDwithDtheDgroovesDcathodesD
ariseDfromDtheDreactionDproductsDgeneratedDfromDtheD
reactionDofDtheDincidentDneutronDwithDtheDBoronD
converterDdepositedDonDtheDsidewalls.DD

nC�
threshold

OurDproposedDdesignDconsistsDofD
millimetersDdeepDgroovesDwithDanD
openingDangleD� =45°,DseparatedD
byDsmall,DflatDportions.DD

TheDefficienciesDextractedDfromDtheDpulseDheightDspectraDD
observedDforDtheDcathodesDwithDgroovesDofDvariousD
heightsDDindicateDefficienciesDwithDupDtoD40%DlargerDD
thanDthatDofDtheDflatDcathodeDofDtheDsameDareaDDandD
coatedDwithDroughlyDtheDsameDamountDofDBoron.D
MeasurementsDindicateDthatDtheDdesignsDwithDsmallerD
groovesDperformDbetter,DowingDtoDtheDhigherDchargeD
collectionDefficiency.DD
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GEANT4DcalculationsDforDaDneutronDdetectorD
thatDincorporatesDseveralDcathodesDwithD
groovesDwithDaDheightDofD2.1DmmDandDcoatedDonD
bothDsidesDwithDBoronDpredictsDanDefficiencyD
~25%DhigherDwhenDcomparedDtoDtheDefficiencyD
thatDcanDbeDobtainedDwithDtheDsameDnumberDofD
flatDcathodes.D

WeDareDworkingDonDbuildingDaD40x40Dcm2
prototypeDdetectorDthatDwillDconsistsDofDupD
toDtenDMWPCsDincorporatingDcathodesD
withD2.1DmmDdeepDgrooves.DTheDsignalDwillD
beDreadoutDwithDresistiveDwiresD5DmmD
apart.D
WithDthisDprototypeDweDareDaimingDtoD50%D
efficiencyDforD2.5DÅDneutrons,DaDpositionD
resolutionDDofD5x5Dmm2D ,DandDaDtimeD
resolutionDaroundD5D�s.D

TheDultimate goal of the present studies is to incorporate the proposed designD
inDDaDlargeDarea neutron detector whose performance is competitive to that of aD
3HeDdetector.DDD

10B$%prototype$under$construction

Contact persons: irina.stefanescu@frm2.tum.de, richard.hall-wilton@esss.se 
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Neutron detectors based on the 10B solid converter are one of the oldest technology
used for the detection of slow neutrons. The Boron:lined proportional counter became
available on the market in 1937, and it was successfully employed to measure the slow
neutrons until the end of the �50s, when the availability of the 3He gas made the 3He
tubes the detector of choice for most industrial, medical, defense and scientific
applications.

TheDmaximumDefficiencyDofDoneDlayerDofDBoronDwithD
optimalDthicknessDisD~5%DforDthermalDneutrons.DD
HigherDefficienciesDcanDbeDachievedDbyDusingDseveralD
layersDinDaDcommonDhousingD(multi:MWPCDorDmulti:
GEMs)DorDstackingDupDseveralDdetectorDunits,DeachD
incorporatingDoneDlayerDofDBoron.DDDDD

The neutron detectors under development in various laboratories incorporate
detectors units in the form of tubes, square cells or MWPC mounted either orthogonal
to the beam direction or at angles between 2°:10°. The inclination of the MWPCs with
an angle helps increasing the range of the neutron in the Boron coating, which
increases the conversion probability and consequently, the neutron sensitivity.

A neutronDdetectorDbasedDonDtheD10BDsolidDconverterDisDusuallyDmadeDofDaDtubeDDfilledD
withDaDcommercialDgasDandDtheDconverterDlinedDonDtheDinteriorDsurfaceDofDtheDtube.DTheD
neutronsDstrikeDtheDconverter,DinteractDwithDtheDBoronDlining,DandDproduceDanDalphaD
particleDandDaD7LiDionDviaDtwoDreactionDbranches:D

10B**+*n*� 7Li(0.84*MeV)*+*4He(1.47*MeV)**+*�(0.48MeV) 94%

� 7Li*(1.02*MeV*)*+*4He (*1.78*MeV*)* 6%

TheDtwoDreactionDproductsDareDemittedDback:to:back,D
thereforeDonlyDoneDcanDbeDdetectedDatDaDtime.DIfDtheD
thicknessDofDtheDBoronDlayerDisDlessDthanDtheDrangeDofDtheD
ionDemittedDinDtheDdirectionDofDtheDgas,DthanDtheDrestD
energyDleftDafterDescapingDtheDlayerDisDusedDtoDionizeDtheD
gas.DTheDelectronsDproducesDinDtheDionizationDprocessD
areDamplifiedDinDtheDelectricDfieldDcreatedDbyDaDcentralD
wireDandDthenDcollectedDbyDtheDwire.DTheDsignalDD
producedDthisDwayDisDproportionalDtoDtheDenergyD
releasedDinDtheDgasDbyDtheDreactionDproduct.D

AnotherDcommonDgeometryDforDaDneutronDdetectorD
basedDonDtheD10B:solidDconverterDisDaDMultiDWireD
ProportionalDChamberD(MWPC)DDwithDtheDconverterD
coatedDonDtheDcathodesDandDanodeDwireDplanesDforDsignalD
amplificationDandDreadout.D
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CalculationsDforDaDdetectorDconsistingDofDseveralDMWPCsDwithDtheDBoronDconverterD
coatedDonDeachDsideDofDtheDcathodesDindicateDthatDupDtoD20DMWPCsDmustDbeDincludedDinD
orderDtoDreachDaDdetectionDefficiencyDofD~50%DforDthermalDneutrons.DD

TheDproductionDofDaDlargeDnumberDofDclosedDsingleDunitsDorDsingle:layersDmustDbeDmadeD
inDaDwayDthatDisDtechnicallyDfeasibleDandDcommerciallyDviable.DAlso,DtheDlargeDnumberDofD
readoutDchannelsDdemandDfindingDaDstrategyDDforDtheDfront:endDelectronicsDthatDensuresD
highDqualityDsignalDatDlowDcosts.DD

ExamplesDofDlargeDareaDneutronDdetectorDbasedDonDseveralDBoronDlayersDcurrentlyDunderD
development:DD

ImagerDforDSNS,DdevelopedDbyD
ProportionalDDTechnologies,D
Texas,DUS.D

DetectorDforDIN5/ILL,D
developedDbyDDtheDILL:
ESSDcollaboration.

JalousieDdetectorD
developedDbyDCDTD
Heidelberg,DGermany.D
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Another way to increase the sensitivity of a single Boron layer above the inherent
~5% value for thermal neutrons is to use the substrate material to create a 3D regular
pattern like e.g., inverted pyramids, trenches, or vias, with sidewalls at an angle �
with respect to the normal to the surface. When such a shape is coated with Boron,
the thickness of the coating on the sidewalls tside=tnormal sin(�/2), where tnormal is the
thickness of the coating measured on the surface perpendicular to the ion flux. Thus,
the range � of the neutron in the coating deposited on the sidewalls will be the same
as on the flat surface, but the probability of the reaction products to escape the
coating on the sidewalls is larger, because the thickness tside is smaller.
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TheDoptimumDshapeDparametersDforDtheDproposedDgeometryDwasD
optimizedDinDGEANT4.DProof:of:principleDmeasurementsDwereD
performedDinDorderDtoDassesDtheDfeasibilityDandDperformanceDofDtheD
proposedDdesigns.D
SamplesDwithDflatDsurfacesDandDsurfacesDwithD
groovesDofDvariousDheightsDh wereDproducedD
byDmillingDandDDcoatedDwithD77Dat.D%DofD10B4CD
byDmagnetronDsputtering.DTheDsamplesDwereD
usedDasDcathodesDforDaDMWPCDfilledDwithD
Ar/CO2D(70/30)DDDgasDatDnormalDconditionsD.D
TheDperformanceDofDtheDcathodesDwasDtestedD
withDaDcollimated,DneutronDbeamDofD4.7DÅDDatD
normalDincidence.DDTheDcathodesDwereD
mountedDinDaDsmall,DplanarDdetector,D
especiallyDbuiltDforDtestingDtheDvariousDdesigns.D

h*=*2.1*mm

h*=*5*mm

13x13*cm

13x13*cm

TheDrightDfigureDshowsDtheDmeasuredDpulseDheightD
spectraDDforDtheDflatDandDDtheDcathodesDwithDgroovesD5D
mmD(R5mm)DandD2.1DmmDdeepD(R215mm)DcollectedD
forDequalDtimeDperiods.DDTheDextraDcountsDbelowD1DMeVD
inDtheDspectraDmeasuredDwithDtheDgroovesDcathodesD
ariseDfromDtheDreactionDproductsDgeneratedDfromDtheD
reactionDofDtheDincidentDneutronDwithDtheDBoronD
converterDdepositedDonDtheDsidewalls.DD

nC�
threshold

OurDproposedDdesignDconsistsDofD
millimetersDdeepDgroovesDwithDanD
openingDangleD� =45°,DseparatedD
byDsmall,DflatDportions.DD

TheDefficienciesDextractedDfromDtheDpulseDheightDspectraDD
observedDforDtheDcathodesDwithDgroovesDofDvariousD
heightsDDindicateDefficienciesDwithDupDtoD40%DlargerDD
thanDthatDofDtheDflatDcathodeDofDtheDsameDareaDDandD
coatedDwithDroughlyDtheDsameDamountDofDBoron.D
MeasurementsDindicateDthatDtheDdesignsDwithDsmallerD
groovesDperformDbetter,DowingDtoDtheDhigherDchargeD
collectionDefficiency.DD
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GEANT4DcalculationsDforDaDneutronDdetectorD
thatDincorporatesDseveralDcathodesDwithD
groovesDwithDaDheightDofD2.1DmmDandDcoatedDonD
bothDsidesDwithDBoronDpredictsDanDefficiencyD
~25%DhigherDwhenDcomparedDtoDtheDefficiencyD
thatDcanDbeDobtainedDwithDtheDsameDnumberDofD
flatDcathodes.D

WeDareDworkingDonDbuildingDaD40x40Dcm2
prototypeDdetectorDthatDwillDconsistsDofDupD
toDtenDMWPCsDincorporatingDcathodesD
withD2.1DmmDdeepDgrooves.DTheDsignalDwillD
beDreadoutDwithDresistiveDwiresD5DmmD
apart.D
WithDthisDprototypeDweDareDaimingDtoD50%D
efficiencyDforD2.5DÅDneutrons,DaDpositionD
resolutionDDofD5x5Dmm2D ,DandDaDtimeD
resolutionDaroundD5D�s.D

TheDultimate goal of the present studies is to incorporate the proposed designD
inDDaDlargeDarea neutron detector whose performance is competitive to that of aD
3HeDdetector.DDD

10B$%prototype$under$construction

Contact persons: irina.stefanescu@frm2.tum.de, richard.hall-wilton@esss.se 

•Many analytical calculations of thin 
convertor efficiencies exist. 
•These act as references for expectations of 
efficiency of particular geometries
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Analytical modeling of thin film neutron converters
and its application to thermal neutron gas detectors
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ABSTRACT: A simple model is explored mainly analytically to calculate and understand the PHS
of single and multi-layer thermal neutron detectors and to help optimize the design in different
circumstances. Several theorems are deduced that can help guide the design.
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Simulation

•GEANT4 is essential for detailed design of all 
these detectors
•Have a common framework for ourselves, 
centred around DMSC
•Primarily aimed at Boron-10 detectors initially

Thomas Kittelmann1, Irina Stefanescu2, Kalliopi Kanaki1,
Richard Hall-Wilton1, Karl Zeitelhack2

1: European Spallation Source ESS AB
2: FRM2, Technische Universität München

Geant4 Based Simulations for Novel Neutron Detector Development

eKin <1eV

7Li+

�+

n + 10B � �+ + 7Li+ (+�)
10B rich coating

Counting gas

Substrate/cathode
(aluminium)

(B4C, few micron thick)

(with anode wires)

Custom multi-user coding framework
� Primary languages C++/python (with boost-python bindings).
� SW kept in interdependant logical units ("packages"), providing libraries, 
applications, scripts, python modules, etc.
� Con�guration based on CMake.
� Optionally use one single command to (re)con�gure and build on demand.
� No need to "install everything and the kitchen sink" in order to access a few 
speci�c features: Gracefully and automatically disable relevant packages in case of 
missing external dependencies such as ROOT, Geant4, OpenSceneGraph, HDF5,etc.
� Integrated unit testing.
� Supported platforms: Linux, OSX, GCC, LLVM/Clang, 32bit, 64bit.
� Main branch kept in Mercurial repository at ESS/DMSC
Geant4 framework 
� Users supply geometry and generator modules, written in C++, loaded via python
� Parameters (including for materials) can be set and queried in python or from the 
command-line, facilitating easy scanning of parameter space.
� Easy dumping of x-sections and choice of physics list
� Generic object oriented �lterable output, GRIFF. Allows for fast and robust OO C++/
py analysis of whole-event (see inset on right)
� Custom 3D OpenSceneGraph viewer
� Multiprocessing support
� Intend to make relevant parts available for external users.
GRIFF
� Optimized for easy, fast and reliable analyses of low-multiplicity physics, but 
supports �ltered output in case of scenarios involving higher multiplicities or 
statistics
� Format heavily optimised for on-disk size and reading speed. Read w.o. Geant4.
� Allows e�cient object-oriented analysis of whole event from python or C++ (see 
box for contained event data)
� Contains metadata such as geometry and generator parameters
Neutron di�raction in polycrystals -
� For neutrons with � = O(1Å), di�ractive scattering becomes important.
� Physics not included in Geant4 out of the box
� Functionality achieved by integration with polycrystal library NXSLib (see box).
� This augments the existing rich feature set of Geant4 to become a complete tool 
for investigations of a multitude of phenomena at neutron scattering facilities

Neutron di�raction in polycrystals (Al, Cu, ...)

Example: Novel Small Angle Scattering Instrument
� Completely new detector concept
� Di�ractive scattering in support materials a major challenge
� Simulations essential to investigate and improve competing designs

Example: Small prototype in test setups
� Collect test-beam data from radioactive sources or existing facilities
� Simulations necessary to fully understand data and for proper planning
� Test data essential for tuning of simulation

Level 3: Step

Name/CopyNbr of volume
Volume hierachy
Detailed material information
Energy deposition
Kinetic energy at segment ends
Global time at segment ends

Energy deposition
De�ning process name
Integrated step length
Status �ag
At both step ends:
   - Global coordinates
   - Local coordinates
   - AtVolumeEdge �ag
   - Momentum
   - Global time
   - Kinetic energy

Unique Track ID
Particle type
PDG info: mass, name, charge, ...
Kinetic energy at creation
Global time at creation
Creator process name
Weight

Level 1: Track

Level 2: Segment

Event/job level meta-data:
  Event random seed
  GRIFF version
  G4 setup details
  Geometry parameters
  Generator parameters
  

Geant4 Results In Friendly Format
GRIFF

Sample
position

�

The European Spallation Source
� Will open in Lund, Sweden in 2019 with an initial instrument 
suite of 7 instruments, growing to 22 in 2025.
� Through spallation induced by the worlds most powerful proton 
beam (5MW), it will become the worlds most intense source of 
thermal neutrons.
� Will facilitate a versatile scienti�c and technological programme 
in areas encompassing material science, chemistry and biology.

Principles of detection
� Detection of Ekin<1eV neutrons must necessarily proceed through destructive nuclear processes 
in which energetic secondaries are created.
� Only a few isotopes such as 3He, 10B, 6Li, Cd, ... have signi�cant cross-sections
� Highest X-section (and typical detector choice so far): n+3He�3H+p
� But 3He now unavailable for all but smallest detectors � Intensive R&D needed!
 
10B detector: Solid state converter + gaseous wire chamber

proton accelerator
5MW 2.5GeV beam

sample

target station
spallation + moderation

instruments detectors

� Cheap, high rate capability
� Good suppression of gamma backgrounds
� Decay products only travel a few microns
  � Converter must be ~ 1 �m thick
  � Low per-surface e�ciency at 90°
� Good e�ciency requires many surfaces and/or 
low angles of incidence
� Scattering in substrate & support a concern
� All in all, complex to access performance
  � high need of realistic simulations.

� Neutrons with � 	 1Å scatters 
coherently on crystal planes at angles 
given by Bragg condition:

� A�ects X-section and angular distribution:

thermal
neutrons

� NXSLib provides �rst principle 
calculation of relevant quantitues, 
based on crystal unit cell de�nition:

� Unit cell must be associated to 
G4Material during geometry 
construction.
� Details of Geant4/NXSLib 
integration to be described in joint 
paper with NXSLib author M. Boin, 
Helmholz-Zentrum Berlin

thomas.kittelmann@esss.se
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•implemented diffraction 
(via NXSLIB) in GEANT4

Thomas Kittelmann1, Irina Stefanescu2, Kalliopi Kanaki1,
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2: FRM2, Technische Universität München

Geant4 Based Simulations for Novel Neutron Detector Development
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Custom multi-user coding framework
� Primary languages C++/python (with boost-python bindings).
� SW kept in interdependant logical units ("packages"), providing libraries, 
applications, scripts, python modules, etc.
� Con�guration based on CMake.
� Optionally use one single command to (re)con�gure and build on demand.
� No need to "install everything and the kitchen sink" in order to access a few 
speci�c features: Gracefully and automatically disable relevant packages in case of 
missing external dependencies such as ROOT, Geant4, OpenSceneGraph, HDF5,etc.
� Integrated unit testing.
� Supported platforms: Linux, OSX, GCC, LLVM/Clang, 32bit, 64bit.
� Main branch kept in Mercurial repository at ESS/DMSC
Geant4 framework 
� Users supply geometry and generator modules, written in C++, loaded via python
� Parameters (including for materials) can be set and queried in python or from the 
command-line, facilitating easy scanning of parameter space.
� Easy dumping of x-sections and choice of physics list
� Generic object oriented �lterable output, GRIFF. Allows for fast and robust OO C++/
py analysis of whole-event (see inset on right)
� Custom 3D OpenSceneGraph viewer
� Multiprocessing support
� Intend to make relevant parts available for external users.
GRIFF
� Optimized for easy, fast and reliable analyses of low-multiplicity physics, but 
supports �ltered output in case of scenarios involving higher multiplicities or 
statistics
� Format heavily optimised for on-disk size and reading speed. Read w.o. Geant4.
� Allows e�cient object-oriented analysis of whole event from python or C++ (see 
box for contained event data)
� Contains metadata such as geometry and generator parameters
Neutron di�raction in polycrystals -
� For neutrons with � = O(1Å), di�ractive scattering becomes important.
� Physics not included in Geant4 out of the box
� Functionality achieved by integration with polycrystal library NXSLib (see box).
� This augments the existing rich feature set of Geant4 to become a complete tool 
for investigations of a multitude of phenomena at neutron scattering facilities

Neutron di�raction in polycrystals (Al, Cu, ...)

Example: Novel Small Angle Scattering Instrument
� Completely new detector concept
� Di�ractive scattering in support materials a major challenge
� Simulations essential to investigate and improve competing designs

Example: Small prototype in test setups
� Collect test-beam data from radioactive sources or existing facilities
� Simulations necessary to fully understand data and for proper planning
� Test data essential for tuning of simulation

Level 3: Step

Name/CopyNbr of volume
Volume hierachy
Detailed material information
Energy deposition
Kinetic energy at segment ends
Global time at segment ends

Energy deposition
De�ning process name
Integrated step length
Status �ag
At both step ends:
   - Global coordinates
   - Local coordinates
   - AtVolumeEdge �ag
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Unique Track ID
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Kinetic energy at creation
Global time at creation
Creator process name
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Event/job level meta-data:
  Event random seed
  GRIFF version
  G4 setup details
  Geometry parameters
  Generator parameters
  

Geant4 Results In Friendly Format
GRIFF

Sample
position

�

The European Spallation Source
� Will open in Lund, Sweden in 2019 with an initial instrument 
suite of 7 instruments, growing to 22 in 2025.
� Through spallation induced by the worlds most powerful proton 
beam (5MW), it will become the worlds most intense source of 
thermal neutrons.
� Will facilitate a versatile scienti�c and technological programme 
in areas encompassing material science, chemistry and biology.

Principles of detection
� Detection of Ekin<1eV neutrons must necessarily proceed through destructive nuclear processes 
in which energetic secondaries are created.
� Only a few isotopes such as 3He, 10B, 6Li, Cd, ... have signi�cant cross-sections
� Highest X-section (and typical detector choice so far): n+3He�3H+p
� But 3He now unavailable for all but smallest detectors � Intensive R&D needed!
 
10B detector: Solid state converter + gaseous wire chamber

proton accelerator
5MW 2.5GeV beam

sample

target station
spallation + moderation

instruments detectors

� Cheap, high rate capability
� Good suppression of gamma backgrounds
� Decay products only travel a few microns
  � Converter must be ~ 1 �m thick
  � Low per-surface e�ciency at 90°
� Good e�ciency requires many surfaces and/or 
low angles of incidence
� Scattering in substrate & support a concern
� All in all, complex to access performance
  � high need of realistic simulations.

� Neutrons with � 	 1Å scatters 
coherently on crystal planes at angles 
given by Bragg condition:

� A�ects X-section and angular distribution:

thermal
neutrons

� NXSLib provides �rst principle 
calculation of relevant quantitues, 
based on crystal unit cell de�nition:

� Unit cell must be associated to 
G4Material during geometry 
construction.
� Details of Geant4/NXSLib 
integration to be described in joint 
paper with NXSLib author M. Boin, 
Helmholz-Zentrum Berlin

thomas.kittelmann@esss.se
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2.4. INSTRUMENT SUPPORT AND NEUTRON TECHNOLOGIES 97

Instrument Detector Technology

10B Thin Films Scintillators 3 He Micropattern
� ⇥ WLS Anger Rate Resolution

Multi-Purpose Imaging - - - - - o +

General Purpose Polarised SANS o + - + o + -
Broad-Band Small-Sample SANS o + - + - + -
Surface Scattering o + - + o + -
Horizontal Reflectometer - o - + + o -
Vertical Reflectometer - o - + + o -

Thermal Powder Di�ractometer o + + - - o -
Bi-Spectral Powder Di�ractometer o + + - - o -
P-M Powder Di�ractometer o + + - - o -
MS Engineering Di�ractometer o + + - - o -
Extreme Conditions Di�ractometer o + + - - o -
Single Crystal Di�ractometer o + + - - o -
Macromolecular Di�ractometer - o o o - + +

Cold Chopper Spectrometer + o o - - - -
Bi-Spectral Chopper Spectrometer + + o - - - -
Thermal Chopper Spectrometer + + + - - - -

Cold Crystal Analyser Spectrometer - o - + + - -
Vibrational Spectrometer - o - o + - -
Backscattering Spectrometer - o - + + - -

High-Resolution Spin Echo - o - o + + -
Wide-Angle Spin Echo - o - o + + -

Fundamental & Particle Physics - - - - + + +

Table 2.6: Appropriate detector technology options for the 22 reference instruments. The detector tech-
nologies are grouped into perpendicular- and inclined- neutron incidence geometries for 10B Thin Film
detectors, Wave-length shifting fibers (WLS) and Anger Cameras for Scintillator detectors, 3He detectors
and high count rate and high resolution detectors for microstructure and imaging detectors. In the matrix
of options, ‘+’ indicates that this technology is presently seen as a high possibility, ‘-’ indicates that it is a
disfavoured technology for this instrument, and ‘o’ means that it is considered an option, though not the
primary one.

•Most instruments 
have “He-3-free”  
options
•Requirement for 
He-3 significantly 
reduced

•An array of 
technologies will 
be used

•dependent upon 
a wide range of 
sources for 
detectors

+ = favoured option
o = option
- = disfavoured option

Collaborative and In-Kind needed to fulfill these needs
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users. These factors puts 3He out of scope for any future request, for large and medium area neutron
detectors.

This dilemma was recognised by the neutron research community in 2009, and led to the formation of
the International Collaboration for the Development of Neutron Detectors, ICND [?], to investigate and
develop alternatives for large area detectors. In particular, three Joint Research Activity (JRA) working
groups were formed: on Scintillator detectors, 10B thin film gaseous detectors and BF3 gaseous detectors.

In the discussion below, extant technologies such as image plates and scintillator/ccd imagers are not
mentioned; whilst they are well proven technologies, and readily available, they have poor time resolution.
As such they are not appropriate primary detectors for ESS flagship instruments and are not considered
further here.

Detector Requirements for the Instruments. The estimated detector requirements from the 22
reference neutron scattering instruments outlined in this document are summarised in Table 2.5.

Instrument Detector Wavelength Time Resolution
Area Range Resolution
[m2] [Å] [µs] [mm]

Multi-Purpose Imaging 0.5 1-20 1 0.001 - 0.5
General Purpose Polarised SANS 5 4-20 100 10
Broad-Band Small Sample SANS 14 2-20 100 1
Surface Scattering 5 4-20 100 10
Horizontal Reflectometer 0.5 5-30 100 1
Vertical Reflectometer 0.5 5-30 100 1
Thermal Powder Di�ractometer 20 0.6-6 <10 2x2
Bi-Spectral Powder Di�ractometer 20 0.8-10 <10 2.5x2.5
Pulsed Monochromatic Powder Di�ractometer 4 0.6-5 <100 2 x 5
Material Science & Engineering Di�ractometer 10 0.5-5 10 2
Extreme Conditions Instrument 10 1-10 <10 3x5
Single Crystal Magnetism Di�ractometer 6 0.8-10 100 2.5x2.5
Macromolecular Di�ractometer 1 1.5-3.3 1000 0.2
Cold Chopper Spectrometer 80 1 -20 10 10
Bi-Spectral Chopper Spectrometer 50 0.8-20 10 10
Thermal Chopper Spectrometer 50 0.6-4 10 10
Cold Crystal-Analyser Spectrometer 1 2-8 <10 5-10
Vibrational Spectroscopy 1 0.4-5 <10 10
Backscattering Spectrometer 0.3 2-8 <10 10
High-Resolution Spin Echo 0.3 4-25 100 10
Wide-Angle Spin Echo 3 2-15 100 10
Fundamental & Particle Physics 0.5 5-30 1 0.1

Total 282.6

Table 2.5: Estimated detector requirements for the 22 reference instruments in terms of detector area,
typical wavelength range of measurements and desired spatial and time resolution.

Technologies chosen for Matching Instrument Requirements.

10Boron thin film gaseous detectors. One possible replacement for 3He for neutron detection is the
boron isotope 10B. 10B has a relatively high neutron absorption cross section, resulting in an absorption
e⌅ciency of 70% compared to 3He, at a neutron wavelength of 1.8 Å. Naturally occurring Boron contains
20% of 10B, and due to the almost 10% mass di�erence to the other boron isotope, 11B, the isotope
separation is relatively easy. A detector based on 10B absorption of the incident neutrons will typically
contain Aluminium sheets that are coated with 10B4C (Boron Carbide) layers. The nuclear reaction
results in Lithium and Helium ions. Both the 7Li and 4He ions can be detected, with both temporal and

•In my opinion 
“solved” - see 
Mathieu’s talk
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Summary
•European Spallation Source: will be world’s leading neutron source for study of materials
•ESS will produce first neutrons in 2019

•Technical Design Report available; Baseline instrument suite presented
•Four instruments proposed in 1st round of yearly proposals for instruments, 2(3) selected

Common for all detector needs:
•“Good” efficiency - not too much lower than He-3 equivalents 
•Low “background” (noise, gamma rejection, scattering, ...) defines performance for 
many of the instruments
•In general large areas are needed and high number of detector readout channels 
•The higher brightness means that care must be taken to avoid saturation of detectors
•Time resolution needed due to the use of time of flight of the neutrons
•Standards need to be defined - “like-with-like”
•Most importantly of all: it must “just” work

Detectors Development:
•A lot of activity, a lot of progress within the last year
•Detectors in the future will be a mix of technologies
•ESS detector group is relying on external groups for scintillator, helium-3, ... detectors
•Next generation of detectors will have big increase in #channels: electronics?

Looks possible to eliminate need for He-3 for most ESS instruments ... 
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thank you and any questions ... ?

Acknowledgements: numerous
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